
Adrenochrome, The Drug Of The Elite. 

They Obtain It By Torturing Children 

 

Adrenochrome, a chemical known  by “modern science” since at least 

the 1930s, it  is a chemical compound with the molecular formula 

C9H9NO3. 

 

Adrenochrome is produced by the oxidation of adrenaline 

(epinephrine) in mammals. The chemical  concentrates in the body 

during times of extreme fear and terror. 

 

Over the years many testimonies of people who have survived 

“illuminati” sacrificial rituals, high ranking government officials and 

people who have witnessed their kids being subjected to high level 

pedophilia and satanism have all came forward to share their 

experiences. 

Most of them have shared the same story over and over again, they 

say the “cabal” or the “illuminati’,  these high-ranked politicians, 



bankers., businessmen…they all take part in satanist rituals in which 

they subject a person or even many individuals to unbelievable levels of 

torture and trauma, in most cases they prefer torturing children as they 

consider their blood to be more “pure” and to produce high -potency 

Adrenochrome. 

 

Pictured above: the “illuminati” card game published in 1995, who 

“predicted” the 9/11 terror attack, showed a card with “Immortality 

serum” as the tittle and we can see a blood bag and a syringe full of 

blood.  

That’s why these people are so involved in pedophile and child sex-

trafficking, this not the only part of their rituals, what you have to 

realize is that these “people”,  these elite satanists, they not only torture 

and kill children, no, they also do offerings of organs and blood, they rape 

the children, they chop their heads off… but in most cases they seem to 

harvest the blood of the person while the person is still alive to they can 

keep on torturing the person until the person finally dies or they end up 

killing the subject.  Every  sick and twisted perversions you can think 

of, these people  are doing them 100x worse. 

These monsters worship satan they want to please him and they 

are  addicted to this drug who’s  naturally occurring in the blood of 

tortured human beings. It’s been said that once they get to taste 

Adrenochrome charged blood they become so addicted that if they go for 

a while without drinking adrenalized blood their withdrawal symptoms 

are far worse than meth withdrawal. (remember the stories about 

vampires becoming weak/disintegrating when lacking fresh blood ?)  

You can see how these people will do anything to keep doing their 

sickening rituals, that’s why they go after our precious children. 



Each year Millions of children go missing around the world, in the 

US alone it’s estimated 460,000 children go missing each year! 

 

 

Thousands if not millions of unreported children go missing  each 

year, they’re trafficked at the borders, most of them come from third 

world countries where it’s easier to kidnap children. 

That’s why most politicians are for open borders. 

Not only  are these monsters addicted to adrenalized blood but let’s 

be real, to be able you kill and torture other human beings you have to 

be devoid of  guilt, empathy. 

We call the people who exhibit these kinds of behaviors psychopaths, 

That’s what these people are, PSYCHOPATHS. 

The only way these people who are devoid of any emotions, are 

getting somewhat of a trill is by torturing, killing and drinking 

adrenalized blood. 

Drinking the blood of tortured human beings & animals is not new, 

ancient Egyptians used to do blood sacrifices, the Aztec did too, Vlad the 

Impaler  also drank blood and did all kinds of satanic rituals, in Greece 
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it was banned but it went underground, to this day the cabal is still 

practicing these horrible rituals behind closed doors. 

 

Prince Charles is a direct descendent of Vlad the Impaler, famously 

known as Dracula, who was at the origin of the Vampire folklore. 

Like our modern days “illuminati’ Vlad Dracula drank the blood of 

tortured human beings. 

Nothing new under the sun, these people we call the illuminati have 

learned these practices and rituals directly from ancient Babylonian and 

Egyptian’s occult teachings. 

That’s why they created secret societies , to keep these teachings 

secret, and to teach this occult knowledge that ancient civilizations had 

about satanism only to people who are part of their secret societies. 

The people in these secret societies have to go through a lot 

of  satanic ceremonies to prove that they can be trusted. 

If a  person can kill a child without any guilt to prove that they can 

be trusted by the “brotherhood”, then they can climb in ranks to learn 

more & more evil and sick teachings.  

That’s why Freemason have ranks “degrees”, the highest being 33rd 

degree.  

But of course there’s a lot of  other secret societies that we don’t know 

of, the most known are of course freemasons, skull & bones. 

It doesn’t really matter because all these secret societies have the 

same core teachings which is satanism, they just have different names 

but the content stays the same. 


